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Visioneer ® Capture SE Software
Scanning Flexibility

Batch Management

Easy Editing

Built-in Image Processing

User Interface Choices

Job Separation

Powerful Indexing

Save to Cloud, Network or PC

Directly set and adjust the scan
profile without opening up a
complex driver screen. A Scan
Settings window offers more
detailed options, including
Visioneer’s TWAIN interface.
To customize the experience for
different users, an interface settings
window lets you choose what you
want to see on the screen. You can
turn windows on or off and adjust
scan thumbnail sizes.

Each scan job is saved as a
batch, automatically named and
listed in Capture’s Batch Explorer.
You can create new batches,
delete batches, and merge or
split batches.
Scan jobs can be separated
automatically into separate
batches, using Patch Code
detection, Barcodes (20 formats
are supported) or a fixed number
of pages.

Scan Profile

Visioneer Capture’s Batch Preview
lets you edit and finalize the scan
job. Pages can be rearranged,
deleted, and edited. Simple
controls make cleanup and
adjustments easy.
Index Mode uses intelligent
technology and gives Visioneer
Capture its power. Zonal OCR
or barcode data is used for data
extraction and metadata index
file creation.

Preview Tools

Visioneer Acuity image processing
is built into Visioneer Capture,
ensuring high quality scans. Acuity
includes more than 25 features
such as dynamic threshold and
advanced color dropout.
Share and Save releases each
batch to a choice of file formats
- PDF, PDF/A, Searchable PDF,
JPG, BMP or TIFF are supported
- to PC, network destinations and
cloud services.

Batch Editor

Quick Save

Batch Controls

Batch Explorer

Batch Previewer

Capture SE System Requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Intel Core 2 or equivalent processor
Microsoft® Windows® 7 SP1, 8, 8.1, 10
2GB internal memory
1.5GB min available hard drive space
24- or 32-bit monitor, at least
1024 x 764 resolution

Zonal OCR

Patch code Scanning

Visioneer Intelligent Software Platform
OneTouch

An easy-to-use scanner workflow
application that performs all steps
in a complex scanning operation
at the touch of a button.

Acuity

Enables you to improve the visual
clarity of scans. Acuity uses
over 25 advanced algorithms to
intelligently correct documents.

DriverPLUS

Provides an impressive array of
settings to enable precise scan
customization with a simple-touse interface and helpful tool tips.
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Organizer AI

Manages your files with fast
search, conversion, file analysis
and cleanup, tagging, PDF editor
and automated file classification.

